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Jack Black

Jack Black is a renowned brand specializing in superior skincare
and grooming products for men. It offers advanced skincare
products, including shaving creams, moisturizers, cleansers,
anti-aging solutions, hair care, and body care items. Jack Black
falls under the Edgewell Personal Care brand portfolio, a
multinational consumer products company, and our client.  

Blue Wheel and Edgewell joined forces a few years ago, and
have been collaborating on the client's full brand lineup. Among
our successful collaborations, Jack Black stands out as a
notable brand.
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https://www.getjackblack.com/
https://edgewell.com/
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The Jack Black case study is divided
into four sections, demonstrating
different aspects of our efforts and
accomplishments in the lifecycle
strategy.
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Jack Black had been investing heavily in paid media to increase traffic and
were acquiring new customers at an impressive rate, but their lifecycle
workflows were lacking the same attention.

Blue Wheel’s mission was to create best-in-class lifecycle triggers by
enhancing the customer experience while increasing conversion rate and
lifetime value and capitalizing on cross-sell/up-sell opportunities. By
using advanced segmentation and robust data profiles from their loyal
customer base, we outlined the following opportunities. 
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The Challenges 
& Goals
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Jack Black's overall revenue from email and SMS marketing
was below the benchmark. Based on benchmarking data,
email marketing should account for at least 30% of all
revenue generated on the website. However, over the course
of 12 months, Jack Black’s email marketing contributed only
23% to the overall revenue, presenting an opportunity for
improvement.

Their flows were accounting for about 7% of total email
revenue when they should be closer to 18% based on what we
were seeing from high-performing brands. Additionally, the
percentage of non-purchaser email subscribers also needed
to be increased. 87% of the client’s email subscriber list
hadn’t converted, presenting another significant area of
opportunity.

The brand’s main objectives were to improve its lifetime
value (LTV), increase the percentage of purchaser email
subscribers, grow revenue via lifecycle, and provide the best-
in-class customer experience throughout the lifecycle.

The Goals
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Audit

Client kick-off

 Creative collaboration 

Refining creative assets

Coding

Setup 

Blue Wheel initially completed a one-time project for Jack Black
consisting of 15 emails. Following this initial project, we began working
together every quarter to execute 10 workflow-triggered emails and 4
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service). The emails covered creative,
coding, setup, segmentation, strategy, and data review.

We followed a systematic approach to implement our lifecycle strategy.
Our team began with a thorough audit, followed by a client kick-off to
align objectives. We worked collaboratively to refine creative assets,
incorporating existing brand materials and creative assets from Blue
Wheel Studios. After coding and setup, we smoothly transitioned to the
live phase, ensuring a professional and efficient process throughout.

The Actions 
& Creative

The Process 
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Acknowledging that Jack Black's overall revenue and percentage of
purchasers were below the benchmark, Blue Wheel initiated a strategic
plan for exponential revenue growth. Drawing from the successes of
similar brands and industry standards, we implemented a series of
customized recommendations.

Our team improved the overall revenue attributed to lifecycle efforts by:

The Process 

The Actions 
& Creative

   Crafting relevant content tailored to the audience segments

   Implementing granular segmentation strategies for targeted messaging

   Adhering to typography rules to optimize readability and engagement

   Designing mobile-friendly layouts to accommodate diverse user devices

   Employing clear and compelling CTA buttons to encourage clicks
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Lifecycle Creative



The Results
Over the course of ten months, the total
placed order value increased by 38%, period
over period.  

During the same timeframe, the Blue Wheel
team increased Jack Black’s total number of
subscribers by 12.5% and decreased the total
number of non-purchaser subscribers by 10%.

Total email revenue increased by 15%, along
with the flow revenue increasing by 8%, and
the email campaign revenue by 17%.

In addition, we saw a significant increase of
74% in SMS-attributed revenue since we
began working with Jack Black, as compared
to before our partnership.
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+38%
Increase in total placed order value

Decrease in the total number of non-purchaser
subscribers

Increase in the total number of subscribers 

10%

+12.5%

+74%
Increase in SMS-attributed revenue
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The Conclusion

Jack Black chose Blue Wheel over other agencies due to our
existing relationship and positive past experiences, particularly in
creative services. 

The client overcame the volume of work by utilizing dedicated
resources from the Blue Wheel lifecycle team instead of straining
their in-house team. We cover both trigger projects and regular
campaigns and provide expertise across the beauty industry,
content guidance following best practices for email, and timely
delivery without hold-ups due to bandwidth.

Lisa and her team were able to quickly accelerate all
of our email and lifecycle marketing programs within
a matter of weeks. After our initial engagement, our
website conversion rate increased by 183%. We now
rely on her team's expertise to fill in knowledge gaps
and optimize our programs on an ongoing basis. 

“

”Lauren de Wet, Edgewell Personal Care 

https://edgewell.com/
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We’re a new breed of omni-channel agency,
supporting brands through marketplace management
and performance advertising. With over $1B in
revenue managed for our clients, we’ll help your
brand from click to ship, scaling your brand’s sales
across DTC, Amazon, Walmart, eBay, and retail.

About Us

Blue Wheel

@BlueWheelMedia

https://www.bluewheelmedia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blue-wheel-media/
https://twitter.com/BlueWheelMedia

